Who U R

Hey brothers and sisters
won’t you dream a dream?
Let us bring the season we all will be free
It’s been going on some time
well the feeling c
 omes and goes
Let us have the wisdom to stay in the flow
Take it to the highest place
Do not fear a fall from grace
It is who you are, who you are
Every single one of you a shining star
Who you are, who you are
Every single one of you a shinning star
For every time a season
For every time a rhyme
Keeping from getting hypnotized
is taking too much time
It’s been going on some time
well the feeling comes and goes
Let us have the wisdom to stay in the flow
Take it to the highest place
Do not fear a fall from grace
More than understanding
Here to bring the magic
It is who you are, who you are
Every single one of you a shining star
Who you are, who you are
Every single one of you a shinning star

awake in the dream - you are awake
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you but you’re missing one more sound
The truth in perpetual motion revealing as it goes
what to give attention and what you best ignore
In the crystal shinning vision in the center
if you’re willing, in the center
You can get there
In the center

Song of The Satellite

Morning sitting quietly bring it on home
bring it on home over and over again
till we make it home
Call it your own
And the song of the satellite
streaming overhead
Satellite streaming overhead
Satellite
In the second dream of the first heaven
book flew open to a page and
the mystery surrounded everything
In the early days of the desert
standing by a mirage of an oasis you created
to keep you warm
And the Song of the Satellite streaming overhead
Satellite streaming overhead
Satellite

Whatcha Gonna Do?
Whatcha gonna do with your happy ending?
Whatcha gonna do with your rock and roll?
Whatcha gonna do when your phones not working?
glitch up all your songs
Whatcha gonna do when time’s not ruling?
Whatcha gonna do when the power down?
Whatcha gonna do when you find sound matters?
Whatcha gonna do when your lost is found?
You got signs in the sky, signs in your eyes
Signs in the sky coming down like rain
Whatcha gonna do with a happy ending?
Whatcha gonna do with sunny skies?
Whatcha gonna do when the sad parts leaving?
Whatcha gonna do when the power on?
Whatcha gonna do when your vision’s clearing?
Whatcha gonna do read between the lines?
Whatcha gonna do when wisdoms reining?
Whatcha gonna do when the day is fine?

The Long Road

More musicians are finding they have been
duped by digital. The power of music is
truncated when recorded digitally. It’s as
if our musical wings are clipped. The whole
sound wave is not recorded and the complete
feeling is not conveyed. If digital recording
is changing or leaving out parts of the
waveform it is changing the feeling.
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It’s Coming On
It’s coming on, waking up to myself
getting used to the feeling of everyone else
Now I have wings to fly over the horizon
It’s a sudden feeling, a change of perception
a wall of reflective surfaces going nowhere
I take myself back from that kind of lack
Now we can tell a different story
Over the horizon, over the horizon
Never be caught, never lost, never caught in
someone else’s story
Over the horizon, over the horizon, over the horizon
It’s coming on, waking up to myself

Go Ahead and Shine

Released from the keeper on his negative throne
It was never what your thoughts were thinking
cause they weren’t your own.
Gotta free yourself be yourself
Gotta free yourself be yourself
You gotta roll off the shackles and go ahead and shine
Roll off the shackles and shine
Do you ever dream of running away?
from the bars and the wars and the battles
and the endless parade?
In your darkest moment you find you aren’t afraid
Well you just changed and nothings gonna be the same
You’re gonna free yourself, be yourself
Free yourself, be yourself
Roll off the shackles and go ahead and shine
Roll off the shackles and shine
You’ve got a reason to believe
You’ve got a reason to believe
Roll off the shackles and shine

In The Center

When you find out you’re mistaken
When the road you’re on takes a turn
Just remember, every road eventually must bend
in the subtle underpinnings
of the life you thought you were leading
there’s a core, a core of believing you must maintain
through the change
In the crystal shinning vision in the center
if you’re willing, in the center
In dreams you’ve had whisperings pieces of
puzzle falling down on the table before

I have wondered down this long long
road for a long time
How bout you? I just remembered why
I wanted the long long road
It’s in the feeling, an open door
Subtle understatement to say direction home
Bought a ticket for sights unknown,
we were very young to choose which road
Such a subtle rainbow that we all hold
It’s in the feeling
an open door
Subtle understatement to say direction home
It’s time, rule it, give it all and fly
Move along
It’s the time of day
It’s the time of day
to take the long road
Oh the long road
Oh the long road

Agents of Analog Unite

Walking out this morning looking
for my road
wondering what the world has
got to show me
I don’t know where I’m going
I don’t know where I’ve been
Got to find out what it is I’m needing
what it is I’m feelling that drives me to go

Sunny Side of the Road

Here come the cloud people skipping through the day
Here come the cloud people clearing up the haze
They don’t have a story to tell
Just here in their glory to help us figure it out so we can
solve these problems, solve these problems
When you see the cloud people you’re in holy days
Good to see the cloud people clearing up the haze
They don’t have a story to tell
Just here in their glory to help us figure it out so we can solve
these problems
Solve these problems
With the Real Clouds up above
the Real Clouds working together
The Real Clouds
The Real Clouds

Real Clouds

Calling on the Santa Anas
Blow these chemtrails out to sea
Bring back blue skies and rainbows
Let the Earth do her beautiful thing
I don’t want to live in some rabbit hole spinning in circles
in a row
Those of us living in the rainbow
gonna shine a light, something new can grow
Know what we know, something new can grow
Calling to those who came before us
Do what you can, see what you see
Bring back blue skies and rainbows
Let the Earth do her beautiful thing
We don’t want to live in some rabbit hole spinning in circles
in a row
Those of us living in the rainbow
gonna shine a light, something new can grow
Know what we know, something new can grow
In the time between we remember everything
You still hold your own key
Set yourself free
Something new can grow, New can grow
New can grow
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Tag you’re it.
May we gently find our way out of
this echo box of square waves we
currently find ourselves in.
More dimensions = more feeling.
Analog music informs on a feeling
level that digital music cannot.
Analog recording reflects more of
the dimensions in the music than
digital recording does.

Oh Mother Earth, eternal sky in this revolving door
of time and mind seems we’re set apart
But I can hear the the whispers fleeting glimpses
of the precipice we’re on
Standing here I’m in the world but I’m also far away
I can see the future
coming at me
Oh Mother Earth
Living in this sea of
consciousness
no wonder we awake
to the presence
sleeping in these bodies
Like a wave, a big wave
crashing to the
ground
We are awake
We are awake
Oh Mother Earth

Mother Earth
You do a drug called television
Just thought I’d let you know
Your best friends not your tv, your ipad
or your phone
It may try to take you down with its frequency
If you think it guides you, really are asleep
Well its the wrong road, wrong time, old paradigm
Really not a shame slipping down the drain
We’re sorting it out
Sun comes up again, If we divide who wins?
So side step that
We’re not gonna fall for the freak show paranoid
We keep it together, Keep it together

Nothing To Break That Fall

In the city people running fast
In the city hoping time will last
Nothing to break that fall at all
Four walls and a diamond baby is that all you think love’s for?
Four walls and a diamond is that all you think loves for?
Nothing to break that fall at all
Back before Eden
Before the days of Jude
Water was so fine
Caught in a world of material things
getting more just a means to an end
Your glasses are foggy but your soul still attends
Your soul still attends
Still got a long way to go

Looking at the flowers
telling me their stories
I’m remembering things I forgot long ago
The Sunny Side of the road
Sunny Side of the road
Looking for the road I belong on
Trusting the place in my soul
Trusting the voice I hear that guides me
down the sunny side of the road
It’s another day, another chance to be brave
Give a little love and see how it grows
I know I can’t know all the answers
but I can learn to trust myself and
find my place to grow, sunny side of the road
The sunny side of the road

Something New Can Grow

Keep It Together

